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Abstract—In this paper, the Harmony Search (HS)-aided BP 
neural networks are used for the classification of the epilep-
tic electroencephalogram (EEG) signals. It is well known 
that the gradient descent-based learning method can result 
in local optima in the training of BP neural networks, which 
may significantly affect their approximation performances. 
Three HS methods, the original version and two new varia-
tions recently proposed by the authors of the present paper, 
are applied here to optimize the weights in the BP neural 
networks for the classification of the epileptic EEG signals. 
Simulations have demonstrated that the classification accu-
racy of the BP neural networks can be remarkably im-
proved by the HS method-based training.    

Index Terms—Harmony Search (HS) method, 
ElectroEncephaloGram (EEG), BP neural networks, 
optimization, Opposition-Based Learning (OBL), memetic 
computing, bee foraging algorithm, signal classification. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Epilepsy is a chronic neurological disorder that affects 
approximately 1% of the world’s population, which is 
characterized by recurrent unprovoked seizures caused by 
abnormal electrical discharges in the brain. The Electro-
EncephaloGram (EEG) is an electrical signal recorded 
from the scalp or intracranial, and reflects the mass activi-
ty of neurons and their interactions. The EEG is widely 
used by physicians to assist diagnosing many neurological 
disorders, especially the epilepsy. The detection of epilep-
tic seizures in the EEG signals is very important in the 
diagnosis of epilepsy. In the past decade, interpretation of 
the EEG has been limited to only visual inspection by 
neurophysiologists, individuals trained to qualitatively 
make a distinction between normal and abnormal EEG. 
Unfortunately, detection of epilepsy that needs visual 
inspection of long recordings of the EEG is usually a 
time-consuming and high-cost process. Therefore, several 
diagnostic aid approaches for automatically detecting 

epileptic seizures from the EEG signals have been pro-
posed and studied during the recent years. 

Various techniques have been developed in the litera-
ture for the detection of epileptic seizures in the EEG [1-
14]. All of the seizure detection schemes generally consist 
of two principal stages. In the first phase, features are 
extracted from the raw EEG data in the time domain, 
frequency domain, or time-frequency domain. In the sec-
ond phase, the features extracted from the EEG are used 
for training classifiers that differentiate between the nor-
mal and epileptic EEG. Actually, numerous classifiers 
have been proposed and employed, including the Bayesian 
classifiers [1], Support Vector Machine (SVM), and dif-
ferent kinds of artificial Neural Networks (NNs) [2-6], 
artificial neuro-fuzzy inference system and dynamic fuzzy 
NN [7, 8]. In addition to the features for classification, the 
performance of the epilepsy detection is heavily depend-
ent on the classifiers deployed. 

The Harmony Search (HS) method is inspired by the 
underlying principles of the harmony improvisation [15]. 
Similar to the Genetic Algorithms (GA) [16], Particle 
Swarm Optimization (PSO) [17], Differential Evolution 
(DE) [18] and other computational swarm intelligence 
systems [19], the HS method is a stochastic search tech-
nique. It does not require any prior domain information 
beforehand, such as the gradient of the objective functions. 
However, different from many population-based evolu-
tionary approaches, it only utilizes a single search memory 
to evolve. Thus, the HS method has the interesting charac-
teristics of algorithm simplicity. In the HS, the harmony 
memory is used to store potential solution candidates, 
which can considerably reduce the possibility of being 
trapped into local optima.  

The BP neural networks have been extensively em-
ployed in such important areas as control, optimization, 
signal processing, prediction, data classification, etc. Un-
fortunately, the gradient descent-based learning algorithm 
used usually results in the local optima of the weights in 
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the BP neural networks. Hence, it is always advantageous 
to apply some global optimization methods in order to 
acquire the optimal weights so that the training perfor-
mances can be enhanced. Motivated by this idea, we apply 
the HS-based training method of the BP neural networks 
to classify the epilepsy and normal signals in the paper.  

The structure of this paper is as follows: the principles 
of the HS method together with two modified versions are 
given in Sections II, III, and IV, respectively. In Section V, 
the epileptic EEG signal classification using the HS-based 
BP neural networks is proposed and discussed in details. 
Section VI demonstrates the numerical simulation results 
of applying our signal classification scheme. Finally, a 
few remarks and conclusions are given in Section VII. 

II. PRINCIPLES OF HS METHOD 

As we know that when musicians compose the harmo-
ny, they usually try various possible combinations of the 
music pitches stored in their memory. This kind of effi-
cient search for a perfect harmony is indeed analogous to 
the procedure of finding the optimal solutions to many 
engineering problems. Hence, the HS method is inspired 
by the underlying principles of the harmony improvisa-
tion [15]. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the basic HS 
method, in which there are four principal steps involved. 
Step 1. Initialize the HS Memory (HM). The initial HM 
consists of a given number of randomly generated solu-
tions to the optimization problems under consideration. 
For an n-dimension problem, an HM with the size of 
HMS  can be represented as follows: 
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where n is the dimension of the problem, [ ]i
n

ii xxx ,,, 21  
( HMSi ,,2,1= ) is a solution candidate, and HMS  is 
typically set to be between 50 and 100.  
Step 2. Improvise a new solution [ ]nxxx ′′′ ,,, 21  from the 
HM. Each component of this solution, jx′ , is obtained 
based on the Harmony Memory Considering Rate 
(HMCR). The HMCR is defined as the probability of 
selecting a component from the present HM members, and 
1-HMCR is, therefore, the probability of generating it 
randomly. If jx′  comes from the HM, it is chosen from the 

thj  dimension of a random HM member, and it can be 
further mutated according to the Pitching Adjust Rate 
(PAR). The PAR determines the probability of a candidate 
from the HM to be mutated. Obviously, the improvisation 
of [ ]nxxx ′′′ ,,, 21  is quite similar to the production of the 
offspring in the GA [16] with the mutation and crossover 
operations. However, the GA usually create fresh chromo-
somes using only one (mutation operator) or two (simple 
crossover operator) existing ones, while the generation of 
the new solutions in the HS method makes full use of all 
the HM members on a probability basis.  

Step 3. Update the HM. The new solution from Step 2 
is evaluated. If it yields a better fitness than that of the 
worst member in the HM, it will replace that one. Other-
wise, it is eliminated. 
Step 4. Repeat Step 2 to Step 3 until a preset termination 
criterion, e.g., the maximal number of iterations, is met.  
The HS method is a random search technique. It does not 
require any prior domain information beforehand, such as 
the gradient of the objective functions. However, different 
from those population-based evolutionary approaches, it 
only utilizes a single search memory to evolve. Thus, the 
HS method has the interesting characteristics of computa-
tion simplicity.  

A few modified HS methods have been developed and 
reported in the literature. For example, the authors of the 
present paper study a fusion of the HS and Cultural Algo-
rithm (CA), HS-CA, in which the search knowledge 
stored in the CA is utilized to guide the mutation direction 
and size of the HS. This HS-CA is further used to effec-
tively cope with an optimal wind generator design prob-
lem [20].  

 
Fig. 1. HS method. 

 

III. A MODIFIED HS METHOD BASED ON OPPOSITION-
BASED LEARNING (OBL) 

A. Opposition-Based Learning (Obl) 
Proposed by Tizhoosh, the OBL is a new approach to 

machine intelligence, which has been extensively em-
ployed in optimization, neural networks training, and 
reinforcement learning [21]. For dealing with optimiza-
tion problems, the OBL is based on the utilization of the 
opposition numbers of the current search directions. More 
precisely, suppose ),,,( 21 nxxx=x  is a single search 
point in the n-dimension solution space, and [ ]iii bax ,∈ , 
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ni ,,2,1= . Only the continuous variables x  are con-
sidered here. The opposition number ),,,( **

2
*
1

*
nxxx=x  

of ),,,( 21 nxxx=x  is defined as: 

iiii xbax −+=* , ni ,,2,1= .               (2) 
The principle of the OBL for optimization is that the 

search for the optimal solutions should be on the basis of 
both x  and *x  as follows: 

In every iteration, *x  is calculated from x , and let 
)f(x  and )f( *x  represent the fitness of x  and *x , respec-

tively. The iterations proceed with x , if )f()f( *xx ≥ , 
otherwise, with *x . Note that " ≥ " here means "better 
than or equal to with regard to the objective function 

)f(x ". An illustrate example of the OBL in the simple 
one-dimension ( 1=n ) optimization case is given in Fig. 
2, where k  is the iteration step.  
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Fig. 2. Opposition-based Learning (OBL) in one-dimension ( 1=n )  

optimization. 

As Fig. 2 shows, with the growth of OBL iterations, 
the search interval can be recursively shrunk by half by 
choosing the solution candidate as the better one between 
x  and *x . This procedure will ultimately converge, 
when x  has approached to be close enough with *x . 
From these descriptions, it is concluded that the counter-
part of x  is utilized in the OBL so that the efficiency of 
search can be improved. Particularly, the employment of 
the OBL in the GA, reinforcement learning, DE, and HS 
method has been investigated in [22]-[24], respectively. 

As a matter of fact, hybridization of different optimiza-
tion schemes has shown to converge drastically faster 
than the standalone algorithms under certain application 
circumstances [25]. Inspired by this idea, we propose a 
hybrid HS method, so called DUAL-HS, by merging the 
HS and OBL together. A secondary memory is intro-
duced in the DUAL-HS, and the OBL is incorporated for 
the evolution of this auxiliary memory so that the overall 
convergence speed can be accelerated [26].  

B. A Hybrid HS Method with Dual Memory: DUAL-HS 
As previously discussed, the quality of the HM mem-

bers plays an important role in the convergence of the 
original HS method. Therefore, we introduce an OBL-
based secondary harmony memory for providing alterna-
tive solution candidates in our hybrid HS method: 
DUAL-HS. Figure 3 illustrates the structure and evolu-
tion procedure of our DUAL-HS, and its principles can 
be explained as follows. At the beginning of the DUAL-
HS search, a counterpart of the initial harmony memory 

, ∗, is obtained using the OBL according to (2). 
Note that ,  used here are the originally given variable 
ranges of the optimization problems. ∗ is first evalu-
ated in the same way as , and it is then combined 
with . Only the top HMS  members of ∗ 
are selected as the initial HM to be started with. Actually, 
the use of ∗ results in an improved starting point for 
our DUAL-HS. In Fig. 3, N is the number of the itera-
tions in the evolution interval of the DUAL-HS. Suppose 
there are N iterations in the evolution from the harmony 
memories  to . For , we first compare 
the members in  and , and merely choose 
those new members to compose a temporary memory 

. That is to say, the high-quality fresh HM mem-
bers created by the HS search during N iterations are 
employed. Note that the size of  is usually much 
smaller than that of , especially when the DUAL-
HS approaches to convergence. Next, the secondary 
memory in the DUAL-HS is built up by applying the 
OBL to . It should be emphasized that ,  used 
this time to calculate ∗  is based on the present 
ranges of the members in . In other words, with 
the shrinkage of the solution candidates in , the 
convergence of the DUAL-HS can be guaranteed. Simi-
larly, ∗  is evaluated and combined together with 

. Similarly to ∗, only the best HMS  
members from the combination of ∗  and  
are retained to replace  so as to continue the 
search of the DUAL-HS. The above iteration procedure is 
repeated until a preset termination criterion is satisfied.  

It can be observed from these descriptions that the sec-
ondary memory in the DUAL-HS, ∗, acts as an auxil-
iary storage to the primary harmony memory . The 
members generated by the OBL in ∗  can provide 
alternative solution candidates for the DUAL-HS to uti-
lize, which may result in a superior convergence property 
over the regular HS method.  

IV. A MEMETIC-INSPIRED HARMONY SEARCH METHOD:  

m-HS 
The memetic computing has recently gained growing 

interest from different communities. The past decade has 
witnessed the great successes of applying the memetic 
algorithms in coping with large-scale, combinatorial, 
constrained, and multi-objective optimization problems 
[27]. As a matter of fact, the memetic algorithms repre-
sent a wide class of evolutionary computation methods 
with an inherent local search capability. More precisely, 
in the memetic algorithms, some local search techniques 
are incorporated into the meta-heuristics framework, and 
they operate only at certain cycles of the main-stream 
computation. The interesting characteristics of the me-
metic algorithms are that the local search used can effi-
ciently improve the overall quality of the solution candi-
dates, thus accelerating the convergence procedure. In-
deed, the memetic computing can provide a useful guide-
line for researchers to modify the existing evolutionary 
computation schemes so as to design alternative optimi-
zation methods. However, the following important issues 
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have to be carefully addressed when developing a memet-
ic algorithm: 
(1) Types of the local search strategies utilized. 
(2) Components in the memetic algorithms chosen for 

the local search. 
(3) Frequency of applying the local search. 
(4) Depth size (search range) of the local search.   
Among all these issues, selecting an appropriate local 
search method can significantly affect the optimization 
performance of the memetic algorithms.  
As we know that the swarm of bees can simultaneous 
explore various directions from their nests and find a lot 
of food sources. However, they are well capable of suc-
cessfully locating the nearest flower patches with the 
largest amount of nectar or pollen. Actually, the bee for-
aging starts with randomly sending out a colony of scout 
bees for searching for potential flower patches. Based on 
the information (directions, distances, and qualities of the 
flower patches) collected by the returned scout bees, the 
bee colony evaluates the merits of different patches, and 
then send more scout bees to those more promising areas. 
During this positive feedback procedure, the bee swarm 
can gradually find the best food sources to harvest.   
The bee foraging algorithm is a kind of popular popula-
tion-based search method, which is inspired by the 
aforementioned food foraging behavior of honey bees 
[28]. In the bee foraging algorithm, the scout bees that 
return back with the best fitness are first chosen. The sites 
explored by these bees are considered as the most poten-
tial areas, where the optimal solutions may exist. There-
fore, the local search is next performed on such sites in 
order to obtain more promising solution candidates. In 
the local search, a given number of bees are assigned to 
the selected sites according to their fitness for neighbor-
hood search. That is to say, the sites with better fitness 
are going to receive more scouted bees to explore. 
Among all the scouted bees, only the best bee is selected 
from each patch as the representative local search result. 
Nevertheless, at the same time, some bees are also ran-
domly scouted in the whole solution space. With this 
unique local search capability, the bee foraging algorithm 
has been proved to be an effective optimization method 
[29]. In the next section, we propose a memetic HS 
method, so-called m-HS, by incorporating the bee forag-
ing-based local search strategy into the regular HS meth-
od.   

A few interesting approaches to merging the HS meth-
od and bee foraging algorithm so as to develop novel 
memetic algorithms have been proposed and studied in 
the literature. For example, in [30], the authors propose a 
hybrid HS method, namely HHSABC, by incorporating 
the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm and its vari-
ants. The harmony memory of the HHSABC is optimized 
by the ABC so that both the overall optimization accura-
cy and convergence rate can be significantly enhanced. 
The uniform design experiment is employed to verify and 
demonstrate the superiority of this hybrid HS. Based on 
the fusion of the HS method, hill climbing, and PSO, 
another hybrid version, HHSA, is developed [31]. In the 
HHSA, the local optimizer of the hill climbing and glob-

al-best approach of the PSO are complementary to each 
other, which can strike an appropriate balance between 
the exploration and exploitation in the search space. 
Compared with a total of 27 published methods, it is well 
capable of achieving the best results for most of the data 
sets for dealing with the popular benchmark problem of 
the university course timetabling. The hybrid HS method 
introduced by the authors in [32] combines the HS and 
bee algorithm together. It actually involves two serial 
optimization phases of the neighborhood search and 
global search implemented by the bee algorithm and HS, 
respectively. The effectiveness of their hybrid technique 
is examined using 14 real-world data instances of the 
university course timetabling problem. It can indeed 
outperform a few famous meta-heuristics methods, such 
as the variable neighborhood search, Tabu search as well 
as the original bee algorithm.  

We propose and study a new memetic HS algorithm, 
m-HS, by incorporating the bee foraging like search strat-
egy into the HS method [33]. In our m-HS, the bee forag-
ing-inspired local search technique is applied periodically 
to improve the quality of the harmony memory. The 
structure of this m-HS is shown in Fig. 4. More precisely, 
after N steps of the HS evolution, the neighborhood 
search is performed on only some selected HM members, 
as illustrated in Fig. 5. Suppose x′  is one of the top e 
members [ ]exxx ,,, 21  chosen from NK +HM . The 

neighborhood search can produce ne offspring from x′  
as follows:  

nghrand

nghrand
nghrand

ne ×±′=′

×±′=′
×±′=′

xx

xx
xx

2

1

,                        (3) 

where rand  is a random number within [ ]1,1− , and 

ngh  is the local search range applied. [ ]nexxx ′′′ ,,, 21  
are then evaluated, and only the one with the best fitness 
is retained. Note, to simplify our presentation here, the 
search performed by the randomly scouted bees is not 
used, and ne is chosen to be fixed. In other words, it is 
not proportional to the fitness of those selected HM 
members. This neighborhood search and selection applies 
to every member of [ ]exxx ,,, 21 . Therefore, there 
are a total of e solution candidates with better fitness 
resulted from the local search, which may replace 
[ ]exxx ,,, 21  and enter the harmony memory 

NK +HM . The above evolution procedure is terminated 
when a preset criterion is met.   

It is concluded that the bee foraging like local search 
approach employed in the m-HS can indeed lead to en-
hanced solution candidates. That is to say, the quality of 
the harmony memory is improved by exploring the 
neighborhood of the top members. Additionally, the 
choices of parameters of e, ne, and ngh provide desired 
flexibilities to the m-HS so that its performance can be 
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further fine-tuned. However, the local search used might 
increase the computational complexity of the HS method.  

V. EPILEPTIC EEG SIGNAL CLASSIFICATION WITH HS-
BASED BP NEURAL NETWORKS 

A. BP Neural Networks 
The BP neural networks, also named multi-layer per-

ceptron networks, are an important class of neural net-
works, due to their simple topology and powerful approx-
imation capability [34]. A simplified BP neural network 
with only three layers, i.e., input, hidden, and output layer, 
is illustrated in Fig. 6. There are adjustable weights con-
necting each two adjacent layers. The back-propagation 
of approximation error is utilized to train these weights. 
In general, one iteration of the back-propagation learning 
algorithm can be written as: 

kkkk gα−=+ ww 1 ,                             (4)   

where kw  is a vector of the weights at iteration k , kα  is 
the learning rate, and kg  is the calculated error gradient. 
It has been proved that a BP neural network with suffi-
cient hidden nodes can approximate any nonlinear func-
tion to arbitrary degree of accuracy [35]. Therefore, the 
BP neural networks are usually regarded as universal 
function approximators as well as good candidates for 
classification, modeling, and prediction.   

Input Layer

Hidden Layer

Output Layer

 
Fig. 6. A BP neural network with three layers. 

B. EEG Signal Classification Using BP Neural Networks 
with HS Method-based Training 

In this study, the epileptic seizure detection in the EEG 
signals can be considered as a classification problem. It 
includes the data acquisition, feature extraction, and clas-
sification steps [36]. With the consideration of the fact that 
EEG is sparse in Gabor dictionary, feature extraction 
method described in paper [1] is applied here. The HS-
based BP neural networks are used as data classifiers to 
differentiate the normal EEG from the epilepsy signal [37]. 
The procedure of our method can be summarized as fol-
lows: 
Step 1: Divide every EEG signal into segments.  
Step 2: Extract feature vector based on the sparse repre-
sentation [1].  

Step 3: Formulate the training and testing signal sets for 
classification.  
Step 4: Obtain the optimal weights of the BP neural net-
works using the HS method. 
Step 5: Examine the classification performance of the BP 
neural networks using the testing set. 
The simulation results of the proposed epileptic EEG 
signal classification scheme are demonstrated in the fol-
lowing section.  

VI. SIMULATIONS 

A. Data Sets 
The public available data described in [38] is deployed. 

The complete data set consists of five sets (denoted as Z, 
O, N, F and S), and each contains 100 single-channel EEG 
segments. The dimension of the raw data is 4,096. Sets Z 
and O consist of segments, which are taken from the sur-
face EEG recordings that are carried out on five healthy 
volunteers using a standardized electrode placement 
scheme. Volunteers are relaxed in an awake state with 
eyes open (Z) and eyes closed (O), respectively. Sets N, F 
and S originate from the EEG archive of presurgical diag-
nosis. Segments in set F are recorded from the epilepto-
genic zone, and those in set N from the hippocampal for-
mation of the opposite hemisphere of the brain. While set 
N and F contain only the activity measured during seizure 
free intervals, set S only contains the seizure activity. Here, 
the segments are selected from all the recording sites 
exhibiting ictal activity.  

The above data are digitized at 173.61 samples per sec-
ond using 12 bit resolution. The band-pass filter settings 
are 0.53-40 Hz (12dB/oct). The dataset Z includes the 
signals from normal people and S contains signals with 
epileptic patient’s seizure activity. In this paper, two data 
sets (Z and S) of the complete data set are used. 

B. Simulation Results 
In our simulations, because the dimension of the raw 

data set is very high, every sample is divided into 17 sub-
samples. Thus, the dimension of 4,096 is reduced to 241. 
The parameters needed in feature extraction based on the 
sparse representation are the same as in [38]. The normal 
EEG signals from healthy volunteers and epileptic EEG 
signals from patients are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respec-
tively. Note that to simplify our presentation, only the first 
three sub-samples are given here (in (a), (b), and (c)). The 
desired classification outputs of the normal and abnormal 
EEG signals are denoted as -1 and 1, respectively, as illus-
trated in Fig. 9.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 7. Normal EEG signals from healthy people. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 8. Epileptic EEG signals from patients. 

The structure of the BP neural network used is 3-5-1. 
That is, there are three, five, and one nodes in the input 
layer, hidden layer, and output layer, respectively. There-
fore, a total of 26 weights/biases need to be optimized. We 
first compare the optimization performances of the origi-
nal HS method, DUAL-HS, and m-HS, all of which have 
100 HM members, i.e., 100=HMS . Their common pa-
rameters are given as follows: 8.0HMCR = , and 

6.0PAR = . However, in the DUAL-HS, the OBL coeffi-
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cient, OBLP , is chosen to be 35.0=OBLP , and 10=N . In 
the m-HS, 100=N , 10=e , 10=ne . It is also 
pointed out that all the optimization results presented are 
based on the average of 100 independent trials.  

The classification error of the epileptic EEG signals is 
used as the fitness for the HS method to optimize. A tar-
geted optimization goal is chosen for the HS, DUAL-HS, 
and m-HS, which are all terminated after the goals, as 
given in Table 1, are reached. The iteration steps used by 
these three algorithms are compared with each other, and 
the comparison results are presented in Table 1. Obviously, 
compared with the original HS method, both the DUAL-
HS and m-HS use less iterations to achieve the same tar-
geted optimization goals. In other words, the enhanced 
convergence of these two modified HS methods results in 
an improved optimization capability. It is also worth 
pointing out that the m-HS can converge slightly faster 
than the DUAL-HS. The classification results of the BP 
neural networks with the HS-based training are further 
shown in Fig. 10. The testing EEG signals instead of train-
ing signals are used this time to examine their generaliza-
tion capability. It is clearly visible that they are well capa-
ble of separating the epileptic EEG signals from the nor-
mal EEG signals.   

 
Fig. 9. Desired classification outputs of EEG signals. 

 
Fig. 10. Classification results of EEG signals using HS-optimized BP 
neural networks (solid line: desired classification outputs, dotted line: 

BP neural networks classification outputs). 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the HS method together with two variants 
are used to acquire the optimal weights in the BP neural 
networks, which are employed as efficient data classifiers 
for the classification of the EEG signals. The performanc-
es of the regular HS method, DUAL-HS, and m-HS are 
compared in this case-study. Simulations show that both 
the two modified HS methods can yield an improved 
optimization accuracy in the training of the BP neural 
networks. With the proposed HS-based training strategies, 
the BP neural networks are capable of classifying the 
epilepsy EEG signals in a satisfactory way. Our future 
work includes how to apply the HS method in optimizing 
other kinds of data classifiers so that their performances 
can be enhanced.  
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